From Proposal Development to Project Implementation: Supporting Researchers in Start-up Project Management

Overview & Problem Statement

Proposal development services often end once the proposal has been submitted to the sponsor. If awarded, large complex proposals require rapid staffing which can be hampered by recruitment delays while finding and assessing qualified candidates. To mitigate the issue and provide highly-competitive proposals, UA is piloting a Project Management Start-up Program.

Utilizing Project Management practices during the proposal development process helps enable a smooth transition to funded projects, capturing institutional memory from proposal to full-time management. To complete the cycle, an RDS Associate may offer support of up to 3 months at 0.3 FTE to assist the PI in initiating the project.

Tools to Enable Proposal Development

Utilizing new applications for proposal development and project management can assist with communications and document sharing across a distributed project team. In addition, these tools maintain the files and record of activities for the project's assigned manager.

Multiple new applications are available that are cloud based, secure (FERPA), synchronized with Microsoft Office & Google Docs, permit the embedding of video files and large files, and provide compatibility with multiple devices, and user restrictions.

InfoReady Review

Capabilities:
- “One stop shop” for internal competitions (including Limited Solicitations)
- Multiple routing (review) steps
- Competition Categories
- Flexible application form (template)
- Limited or unlimited applicants (e.g. University-wide or Department-specific)

Box

Capabilities:
- Secure file sharing (encryption)
- Videos (Image 2)
- Version control & history
- Editing
- Task assignments
- Mobile apps

A smartsheet User Story

“This is just a fancy version of email.”
- skeptical project coordinator

“I was able to set reminders for all upcoming deadlines in smartsheet – thanks so much for all your help with this!!”
- converted project coordinator

…”our collaborator was really impressed with how organized we were.”

“Love it! Thanks for setting this up!” and “The grant is on track!” (after a week traveling)
- Happy Principal Investigator

Questions? Email: kjpatten@email.arizona.edu